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Abstract In recent decades, the size and diversity of the minority population of
contemporary western societies has increased significantly. To the critics of
immigration, minority youth have been increasingly linked to crime, criminal gangs,
anti-social behaviour, and riots. In this article, we draw on fieldwork conducted in
Sydney, Australia’s largest and most ethnically diverse city, to probe aspects of the
criminality, anti-social behaviour, national identity, and belonging of ethnic minority
youth in Australia. We conclude that the evidence on minority youth criminality is
weak and that the panic about immigrant youth crime and immigrant youth gangs is
disproportionate to the reality, drawing on and in turn creating racist stereotypes,
particularly with youth of ‘Middle Eastern appearance’. A review of the events
leading up to the Sydney Cronulla Beach riots of December 2005 suggests that the
underlying cause of the riots were many years of international, national, and local
anti-Arab, anti-Muslim media discourse, and political opportunism, embedded in
changing but persistent racist attitudes and practises. Our argument is that such interethnic conflict between minority and majority youth in Sydney is the exception, not
the rule. Finally, we draw on a hitherto unpublished survey of youth in Sydney to
explore issues of national identity and belonging among young people of diverse
ethnic and religious background. We conclude that minority youth in Sydney do not
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live ‘parallel lives’ but contradictory, inter-connected cosmopolitan lives. They are
connected to family and local place, have inter-ethnic friendships but are often
disconnected to the nation and the flag.
Résumé Depuis quelques dizaines d’années, la taille et la diversité des populations
minoritaires dans les sociétés occidentales contemporaines ont augmenté de façon
significative. Ceux qui critiquent l’immigration maintiennent que les liens entre les
jeunes immigrants d’une part et la criminalité, les gangs de criminels, les
comportements anti-sociaux et les émeutes d’autre part sont de plus en plus
marqués. Dans cet article, nous puisons dans des études sur le terrain entreprises à
Sydney, la ville la plus grande de l’Australie et la plus diverse sur le plan ethnique,
pour étudier des aspects de la criminalité, les comportements anti-sociaux, l’identité
nationale et le sentiment d’appartenance chez les jeunes de minorités ethniques en
Australie. Nous concluons que les notions sur la criminalité chez les jeunes de
minorités ethniques ne sont pas soutenues par des éléments de preuve concluants et
que la panique relative à la criminalité chez les jeunes et les gangs de jeunes
immigrants est disproportionnée par rapport à la réalité; tout en se nourrissant de
stéréotypes racistes, ces attitudes en créent d’autres, notamment quant aux jeunes
«d’apparence des gens du Moyen-Orient». L’étude des événements ayant mené aux
émeutes qui se sont produites sur la plage Cronulla de Sydney en décembre 2005
donne à penser que la cause profonde des émeutes consistait en des années de
discours médiatiques et de stratégies politiques opportunistes de provenance
internationale, nationale et locale, de nature anti-arabe et anti-musulmane, et enracinés
dans des attitudes et des pratiques racistes. Nous affirmons qu’à Sydney, ce genre de
conflit interethnique entre jeunes de minorités et ceux de la majorité constitue une
exception, plutôt qu’une norme. Finalement, nous puisons dans une enquête non publiée
et entreprise auprès des jeunes à Sydney pour étudier des questions d’identité nationales
et d’appartenance chez les jeunes gens de diverses origines ethniques et religieuses.
Nous concluons que les jeunes de minorités à Sydney ne mènent pas des «vies
parallèles» mais des vies contradictoires, interconnectées et cosmopolites. Ils sont liés à
leur famille et à leur localité, ils entretiennent des amitiés interethniques, mais ils ne sont
pas souvent connectés à la nation et au drapeau.
Keywords Ethnic youth crime . Inter-ethnic conflict . Youth riots . Identity . Sydney
Mots clés Criminalité chez les jeunes de minorités ethniques . Conflit interethnique .
Émeutes par les jeunes . Identité . Sydney

Introduction
One consequence of the increasing migration flows that have accompanied
globalisation to traditional settler immigration countries (Australia, USA, Canada,
and New Zealand), traditional emigration countries (such as Ireland and Italy), and
those in between (such as France, the UK, and Germany) is that the ethnic minority
populations of contemporary western societies has increased significantly in the past
decades (Castles and Miller 2009). As a result, the size and diversity of ethnic
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minority youth populations of western countries, some first generation immigrants,
others second or later generations, has increased significantly, particularly in the
metropolises of western nations. At the same time, ethnic minority youth in
contemporary societies in Europe, North America, and Australasia have been
increasingly linked to crime, criminal gangs, and anti-social behaviour. To the critics
of immigration and cultural diversity, ethnic minority youth are a threat to the social
cohesion of western societies, particularly, when the religious affiliation of the youth
population is increasingly non-Christian, with the values and identities of Muslim
youth, in particular, characterised as not only being incompatible with western
society but a threat to it (Huntington 1997, 2004).
Concern about crime and fear of crime appear to be one of the characteristics of
the age, not just in Australia, but also in all western societies. The issue of ethnic
youth crime has been of great public concern in Sydney since late 1998 (Collins et
al. 2000). In particular, media headlines have emphasized the problems of youth
crime and youth gangs operating in south-western Sydney (Anti-Discrimination
Board of New South Wales 2003). Crime and fear of crime have increasingly been
linked to immigration and immigrants, and the immigrant crime issue has captured
media headlines and shaped political discourses and electoral outcomes in an
unprecedented way (Collins et al. 2000; Collins 2003). At the same time, images of
inter-ethnic youth conflict in Paris, Toronto, Los Angeles, and Sydney have raised
concerns about the ability of immigrant youth to identify with and integrate into
the nations and neighbourhoods where they settle in a cohesive, inclusive way. The
Cantel Report (2002) into the Bradford, Burnley, and Oldham riots highlighted the
segregation of minority youth and the separation in their daily lives from white
youth, emphasising the ‘depth of polarisation’ between white and minority youth in
Britain, leading them to live disconnected ‘parallel lives’.
In this article, we look at aspects of criminality, anti-social behaviour, national
identity, and belonging of ethnic minority youth in Australia, a traditional settler
immigration society with more immigrants and greater ethnic diversity than most
western countries. We focus, in particular, on Sydney, Australia’s largest city, which
takes about 40% of Australia’s annual immigration intake where 58% of the population
are first and second generation immigrants. Sydney is also the main centre of the
nation’s Middle Eastern immigration, with seven out of every ten (107,405 or 72.2%) of
Australia’s Lebanese immigrants settling in Sydney (Collins 2005 pp. 190–192).
The structure of this article is as follows. In the “Immigrant Crime in Australia”
section, we explore the issue of ethnic youth crime in Sydney, particularly, those
related to young people of ‘Middle Eastern appearance’, probing events, discourses,
and evidence and policy responses, situated within a broader international literature
on ethnic youth crime. In the “Inter-ethnic Youth Conflict: There’s a Riot Going On”
section, we then look at the Sydney Cronulla Beach riots of December 2005, set
against the recent historical background on ethnic minority conflict and riots in
suburban areas of high immigrant settlement in global cities such as London, Paris,
Toronto, and Los Angeles. In the “Minority Youth, Identity, and Belonging” section,
we draw on a survey of 339 young men and women living in western and southwestern Sydney conducted in 2007 to explore issues of national identity and
belonging among young people of diverse ethnic and religious background living in
Sydney today. The final section presents a brief overview and conclusion.
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Immigrant Crime in Australia
There is a strong international literature on the criminalising of immigrant minorities
in many western countries (Tonry 1997; Hawkins 1995; Bowling and Phillips 2002;
Schissel and Brooks 2002), particularly in relation to black immigrants in countries
like Canada (James 2002; Chan and Mirchandani 2002) and the UK (Gilroy 1987;
Cook and Hudson 1993; European Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia
1999; Cathcart 2000). A common theme that emerges from this literature is the
social construction of ethnic criminality (Hall et al. 1978; Webster 1997; Henry et al.
1996), linked to the fear of the stranger or ‘Other’. In this way, ethnic or immigrant
minority crime is racialised, constructed as worse than other crime, and responded to
in an asymmetrical fashion when compared to non-immigrant crime.
The supposed links between immigrant minorities and criminal behaviour is a
recurring theme in Australian immigration history (Francis 1981; Hazlehurst 1987).
This had led to periodic research and inquiry into immigrant crime in the post 1945
decades (Mukherjee 1999) when, at various times, Greeks, Italians, Lebanese,
Chinese, and Turkish immigrants have been linked to international criminal gangs.
During this period, immigrant minorities have been constructed as criminals with
their (inferior/dysfunctional) ethnicity or culture both an explanation for their
criminality and the reason why immigrant crime is something to be feared more than
other crimes (Lupton 1999). Over many decades, media representations of
immigrant minorities have produced and reproduced stereotypes of violent and
criminal communities (Goodall et al. 1994) while the suburbs in which they
concentrate have been depicted as dangerous and unsafe (Dreher 2000; Castillo and
Hirst 2000).
The issue of immigrant crime rose to new heights in Sydney since the late 1990s
when the terms ‘ethnic gangs’, ‘ethnic youth gangs’, ‘Middle Eastern gangs’,
‘Lebanese gangs’, and ‘immigrant gangs’—always imprecise in their construction—
recurred with amazing frequency in Sydney media headlines (Ethnic Communities
Council of NSW 1999; Collins et al. 2000; Poynting et al. 2004; Sheehan 1998). In
this environment, ‘Middle Eastern’, ‘Arabic’, and ‘Muslim’ are minority immigrant
identities that are increasingly criminalised in recent media and popular discourse in
Australia (Manning 2004, 2006) and other nations with terrorism, the most extreme
form of criminality and anti-social behaviour. Central to this criminalised and
racialised discourse is ‘the Arab Other’, a supposedly homogeneous category which
includes people from quite diverse ancestries, religious backgrounds, and quite
distinct histories constructed as essentially and pathologically evil, inhuman, violent,
and criminal (Poynting 2000; Poynting et al. 2004). As a result of these associations,
whole minority immigrant communities are made to share the burden of blame for
terrorism and crime while the accused—mostly second generation immigrants born
in Australia—have been robbed of their nationality: they are reported as ‘Lebanese’
or ‘Middle Eastern’, and never ‘Australian’. This approach not only robs these youth
of their Australian identity, it also shifts the focus away from them being victims of
crime to be consoled and reaffirmed to that of perpetrators, to be feared, to be
scorned, and to be excluded.
The media construction of minority immigrant criminality is of course not
restricted to Australia. As Bowling and Phillips (2002: 79) put it, ‘the media and
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political reactions to the public disorders [in Britain] of the late 1970s and 1980s also
contributed significantly to popular understandings of black people as disorderly and
criminal’. In Canada (Henry and Bjornson 1999; Sacco 2000; James 2002; Wortley
2002) and Europe (Gilroy 1987; Webster 2001; European Monitoring Centre on
Racism and Xenophobia 1999), the role of the media in constructing racial
stereotypes of immigrant criminality has attracted increasing attention. This is
particularly the case since politicians across the political spectrum have opportunistically played on immigrant law and order issues and on the growing number of
undocumented immigrant issues in their election campaigns in Europe, North
America, and Australia. Post 9/11, immigrants of Muslim faith have been a strong
target for political parties from the far right, particularly in Europe. It seems that the
current global financial crisis and the global recession that has followed it, will only
exacerbate this tendency. In the recent 2009 European Parliament elections, for
example, the British National Party won its first two seats while other antiimmigration far-right parties in other countries also won seats in Finland, Slovakia,
Hungary, Bulgaria, and the Netherlands, and there was increasing support for them
in Belgium and Romania.
Despite the controversy that surrounds the issue of ethnic or immigrant crime in
Australia and elsewhere, there has been surprisingly little solid research on the
subject. The data is very inconclusive about the rates of criminality of immigrant or
ethnic minorities. Data based on imprisonment rates by birthplace does show that
immigrants of certain birthplace groups—Lebanese (1.6 per 1,000 of population),
Vietnamese (2.7), and New Zealanders (1.6)—are over-represented in the criminal
justice system while other groups of immigrants—those born in Italy (0.6), Greece
(0.5), and the UK and Eire (0.6)—are under-represented when compared to the
Australian-born (=1) (Mukherjee 1999: 8). This data is not only dated, it is limited to
only one Australian state (Victoria) and thus, very inadequate if the intention is to
form a rigorous judgment on the criminality of immigrants in Australia. As
Mukherjee (1999: 4) points out, only one in ten crimes are solved so that
imprisonment data refers only to the tip of the crime iceberg. Moreover, birthplace
does not equate with ethnicity: a person born in Malaysia, for example, might be of
Chinese, Indian, or Malaysian background. While police discretion mediates
between criminal acts and the extent to which these acts and their perpetrators are
taken further into the criminal justice system, a suspect’s ethnicity does make a
difference (Keith and Murji 1993). Space is, therefore, provided for police and/or
community racism to influence arrest and imprisonment rates in countries such as
Australia (Chan 1994, 1997), Canada (Henry and Bjornson 1999; Wortley 2001),
and the United Kingdom (Holdaway 1996; Phillips and Brown 1998).
A survey conducted in Sydney in 2001, which inquired into the perceptions and
experiences of 445 youth from 24 different birthplace groups, found that minority
youth are more likely to be victims of criminal activity than engaged in criminal
activity (Collins et al. 2002). About half of those surveyed thought that criminal
gangs and youth gangs were associated with particular ethnic groups while one half
disagreed with this proposition. Those who linked youth and criminal gangs to
specific ethnic groups nominated ‘Lebanese, Middle Eastern, or Arabic’, ‘Asian,
Chinese, or Vietnamese’, and ‘Pacific Islander or Tongan’ as the ethnic groups
linked to criminal and youth gangs. However, only one in ten of the youth
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respondents said that the friendship group that they hang around with in public
spaces was a gang. This suggests that there is an exaggeration in the public mind
about the number of ethnic gangs and youth gangs. This does not deny that there are
criminal and youth gangs that have ethnicity as the common denominator but it does
suggest that most youth gathered together in public spaces, such as shopping malls,
are not members of youth gangs. Two thirds of young people surveyed thought that
police picked on groups of young people and named ‘Lebanese, Middle Eastern, or
Arabic’, ‘Asian, Chinese, or Vietnamese’, and ‘Pacific Islander or Tongan’ as the
ethnic groups that police picked on most.
Moreover, media ‘loudness’ about the criminality of immigrant minorities is
contrasted to relative media ‘deafness’ about the victimology of the same immigrant
minorities. Reporting on a study of the Toronto media, Wortley (2002: 64) concludes
that ‘the media are much more likely to communicate the race of criminal offenders
than the race of crime victims’. Similarly, Bowling and Phillips (2002: 14) argue in
relation to the British experience that ‘racist violence has a significant impact on
minority communities, leaving them insecure and avoiding many public places for
fear of attack’ with ethnic minorities in the UK, generally, at greater risk of criminal
victimisation (Bowling and Phillips 2002: 89). There is strong evidence that
immigrant minorities, particularly those of Islamic faith, have been victims of crime,
particularly, following 9/11 and the two Bali bombings (Poynting and Noble 2004;
Collins 2007a).
Nevertheless, it is clear that in a multicultural society such as Australia and in
cosmopolitan cities such as Sydney, criminals will come from all birthplaces and
ethnic backgrounds. What is not clear is whether certain immigrant groups, youth,
and adults are more criminal than others and, if so, the reasons for this. When
immigrant minorities do have higher rates of incarceration than non-immigrants, it is
possible that it is the relative socio-economic disadvantage of immigrant minorities
compared to the majority white population in Australia (Collins et al. 2000) and
other countries, such as the UK (Solomos 1993; Skellington 1996) and Canada
(Henry et al. 2000; Satzewich 1998) that is the explanation rather than the supposed
dysfunctional ethnic or cultural traits of homogenised immigrant minorities. This is
more than an academic debate: it impacts on the policy responses to crime. One
explanation leads to a mobilisation to stop or reduce the immigration of minorities
and/or to have immigrant community leaders, such as Imams, take the responsibility
for responding to these problems. The other response is to conceptualise these
problems as ‘ours’, not ‘theirs’, to see these as (often transitory) problems of young
individuals, not whole communities, and to explore policies to reduce the socioeconomic disadvantage of immigrant minorities. This latter point is conveniently
ignored in much media discourse on immigrant criminality in Sydney (Henry and
Bjornson 1999; Anti-Discrimination Board of New South Wales 2003). A moral
panic reinforces prejudicial stereotypes about immigrant and religious minorities and
directs attention and resources, away from the policy responses that need to be
introduced to respond to the reality that criminals come from all ethnic, religious,
and cultural backgrounds, including the dominant host culture. Policies related to
employment, education, urban renewal, public housing, policing, media, and social
justice are, particularly, important responses to concerns about minority youth
criminality and anti-social behaviour. This is, evident in analyses of riots and social
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conflict involving inter-ethnic conflict between minority immigrant youth and white
majority youth.

Inter-ethnic Youth Conflict: There’s a Riot Going On
One dimension of the debates about the impact of the growing number and growing
cultural and religious diversity of immigrant and ethnic minority youth in western
societies today centres on youth riots that have emerged in the cities of many
countries over the past two or three decades. Britain experienced ‘race riots’ in
Brixton of the early 1980s (Solomos 1993) with Afro-Caribbean immigrants as the
centre of the conflict. In May 1992, the Los Angeles (LA) ‘race riots’ left a
staggering legacy wherein 54 died; 2,383 were injured; 17,000 people arrested; and
5,200 buildings were damaged or destroyed by fire; losses were estimated to be $US
1 billion (Newsweek, May 18,1992: 45). In the same month as the LA riot racial
conflict erupted on the streets of Toronto, Canada’s largest immigrant city, where
about 1,000 people, mostly youth, ran through downtown Toronto streets vandalising property and breaking into stores. A decade later, inter-ethnic conflict ignited in
Burnley in Lancashire and Oldham in Greater Manchester in the UK in 2001, with
Asian immigrant youth in conflict with white youth. In the first week of November
2005, following the electrocution of two Muslim youth fleeing from police, Muslim
youth who lived in the public housing estates in the north-western suburbs of Paris
initiated a series of riots that spread to many other Paris suburbs, with thousands of
cars burnt and confrontation with police and authorities a nightly occurrence for
nearly a month.
While these instances of ethnic or racial conflict are complex and could not be
understood through the simple dichotomy of black versus white race riots, they had a
number of things in common. Issues of high unemployment, poor public housing,
urban decline, and inappropriate policing responses lay behind these riots. The
young male immigrant minorities at the centre of the conflict, generally, came from
socially disadvantaged families and neighbourhoods. In all instances, they involved
immigrant minority youth who were racialised minorities in their host country;
mostly, they were young men who were involved in the conflict. In each case
relations between immigrant minorities and police before and during the events of
ethnic conflict were a catalyst to conflict, with subsequent inquiries in many cases
recommending substantial changes to methods of policing and attitudes and practises
of police. In each country that experienced riots minority immigrant youth
experienced higher rates of unemployment than average, lower educational
outcomes, and were often housed in public housing estates. The unemployment
rate for Muslim youth in the Paris north-western suburbs in 2005, for example, was
over 50%, while rates of unemployment among Pakistani, Bangladeshi, and
Caribbean youth in the UK have been much higher than whites for decades (BamHutchison 2009). In each case, right wing politicians strengthened their antiimmigration policies while conservative commentators sharpened their political
rhetoric against immigration and multiculturalism, pointing to the problems that
minority youth, particularly, post 9/11, those of Muslim faith had in identifying with
their new society. In each case, populist pundits, such as Samuel Huntington (1997,
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2004) in the USA and Paul Sheehan (1998, 2006) in Australia, pronounced the
beginning of the end for ethnically diverse societies.
In Australia, the Cronulla beach riots on Sunday, December 11, 2005, on Sydney’s
Cronulla Beach, sent a tremor through Australian community relations. Images of
around five thousand drunk white males chasing and bashing isolated men and women
of ‘Middle Eastern appearance’ were compelling viewing for media audiences in
Sydney, the rest of Australia, and internationally (Poynting 2006). By nightfall, at least
13 people, mostly of ‘Middle Eastern appearance’, were injured while police made 12
arrests (Kennedy et al. 2005); police reported that it was a miracle that no one was
killed (Overington and Warne-Smith 2005). Days later, a retaliatory car gang of males
of ‘Middle Eastern appearance’ sought revenge in a smash, bash, and flee raid on the
suburbs surrounding Cronulla. For months following, an unprecedented large police
presence dominated the ‘sand-scape’ of Sydney’s famous beaches, successfully
preventing further reverberations and escalation of racial conflict.
The immediate catalyst for the riot was a fight on Cronulla beach days earlier
between three off-duty surf-lifesavers and a group of four Lebanese-background
young men. The beach is a sacred-site of white Australian youth masculinity, with
lifesavers an iconographic image of (white) Australian male identity. This fight was
widely reported by the Sydney tabloid newspapers and talkback radio in the
following days, with accounts exaggerating the numbers involved and the brutality
of the attack and the frequency of such events (Poynting 2007: 159). Widely
circulated text messages called for vigilante action by outraged ‘Aussies’ to meet at
Cronulla beach (located in the Sutherland Shire) on Sunday, 11th of December to
‘take back their beach’. The text of one SMS message was reprinted in the Daily
Telegraph, a Sydney tabloid with wide circulation: ‘This Sunday, every Aussie in the
Shire get down to north Cronulla to help support Leb and wog bashing day...Bring
your mates and let’s show them that this is our beach and they are never welcome...
let’s kill these boys’ (McIlveen and Downie 2005).
However, the broader catalyst for the Cronulla beach riot is found years earlier. At
the international level, post 9/11, Muslim minorities have been criminalised in
western societies like Australia. At the national level, conservative Australian prime
minister, John Howard, won the 2001 election by successfully playing the ‘race
card’ by sending the Australian navy to intercept the MV Tampa (which had picked
up a distressed boat carrying asylum seekers from the Middle East off the northwestern Australian coast) to prevent the ‘boat people’ from landing on Australian
soil and lodge claims for refugee asylum (Marr and Wilkinson 2003). At the local
level, the New South Wales Carr Labor Government ran a strong ‘law and order’
political campaign repeatedly leveraged on media reports about the threat of
Lebanese and Middle Eastern criminal gangs in Sydney (Poynting et al. 2004). At
the same time, widespread media coverage of ‘ethnic gang rapes’ in Sydney in 2000,
leading to the conviction of a group of Lebanese-Australian youth (brothers Mohammed
and Bilal Skaff and others), assisted in constructing an image of Muslim/Lebanese/
Middle Eastern youth as ‘monsters’, ‘wild animals’, and ‘barbarians’ (Dagistanli 2007:
182). As Poynting (2007: 168) argues, these factors were woven into a moral panic by
media and political actors about Lebanese youth gangs who terrorise ‘our’ streets,
constituting a ‘permission to hate’ Muslim, Arab, and other minority communities in
Sydney.
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The Cronulla riots are, thus, an expression of ethnic tensions in one of the world’s
most cosmopolitan cities. They demonstrate that a long and persistent tendency of
racist responses to minority immigrant groups in Australia is a critical challenge for
Australian cosmopolitan society (Markus 2001). This racism has been refreshed and
reshaped following the events of 9/11, the Bali, London and Madrid terrorist attacks,
and the subsequent criminalising of Muslim and Middle Eastern immigrant
minorities in Australia and other western countries (Poynting et al. 2004; Forrest
and Dunn 2007; Dunn and Forrest 2008). Racism needs continuous vigilance on the
part of governments and policy makers in Australia. But set against the history of
ethnic relations in Australia and against contemporary instances of ethnic conflict in
Europe and North America (Collins 2007b), the Cronulla riots hardly constitutes
strong evidence to support the arguments of the critics of Australian immigrant
minorities and immigration policy such as Geoffrey Blainey (1984) who, echoing
earlier ‘blood on the streets’ sentiments of Enoch Powell in Britain, argued that the
presence of immigrant minorities would inevitably lead to conflict in the suburbs of
high immigrant concentration in Australian cities.
The Cronulla riots did not occur in the ‘frontline’ suburbs of diverse, immigrant
minority settlement, such as those south-western suburbs of Lakemba, Fairfield, or
Liverpool but at Cronulla beach, the diamond of the Sutherland Shire, Sydney’s
white enclave. No one died, though there was personal injury and property damage,
as well as a great deal of damage to Sydney’s international reputation as a tolerant,
cosmopolitan, global city. When compared with earlier Australian history and
contemporary western history, the Cronulla riots don’t rate very highly on the
seismograph of ethnic conflict. But the Cronulla riots do reflect the contradictory
tendencies of social cohesion and social conflict that have accompanied increasing
immigrant diversity amid a backdrop of persistent, though changing, racism. Yet in a
cruelly ironic way, the Cronulla riots highlight the fact that social cohesion is the
norm and social conflict the exception in contemporary Australian society. One key
question lingers in the aftermath of Cronulla riots: will Sydney’s (and Australia’s)
minority youth increasingly threaten community cohesion and safety in coming
years?

Minority Youth, Identity, and Belonging
Explanations of the criminal and anti-social behaviour of minority youth have been
sought in their (often unequal) socio-economic characteristics and in youth
subjectivities related to issues such as national identity, belonging, and inclusion.
This section draws on a pilot survey conducted in 2007 of 195 young women and
144 young men aged 14–17 years living in western or south-western Sydney to
explore some of the issues identified in the previous sections. The youth were
selected to form a stratified sample of youth from a range of the major ethnic groups
using a networking methodology. Male and female interviewers were employed to
find and interview ten youth from their different ethnic groups. Most of those youth
surveyed were second generation Australians. While three quarters of the sample
were Australian-born—the others were born in New Zealand, Sudan, South Korea,
Lebanon, Sri Lanka, Vietnam, China, India, and Turkey, see Table 1—only 4% of
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Table 1 Country of birth of the young people surveyed
Country of birth

Australia

Males

Females

Total

Percent/N

Percent/N

Percent/N

74.3/107

61.0/119

66.7/226

New Zealand

4.9/7

10.3/20

8.0/27

Sudan

3.5/5

10.8/21

7.7/26

Korea

4.9/7

5.1/10

5.0/17

Sri Lanka

4.2/6

3.1/6

3.5/12

India

2.1/3

1.5/3

1.8/6

South Korea

2.1/3

1.0/2

1.5/5

.0/0

2.1/4

1.2/4

1.4/2

.5/1

.9/3

Tonga

.0/0

1.5/3

.9/3

Othera

2.8/4

3.0/6

2.9/10

100.0/144

100.0/195

100.0/339

China
England

Total
a

Switzerland, Bangladesh, Ethiopia, Africa, Hong Kong, Canada, Egypt, Vietnam, South Africa, and
Lebanon

the total sample has Australian-born mothers or fathers. Most of the youth were
Christians of some kind, with 7.4% Hindus, 6.5% Muslim, and 4.5% Buddhist,
approximate to the religious distribution among Australians as a whole. The majority
of youth surveyed (58%) spoke English at home, with others speaking Tongan
(14.5%), Korean (7.1%), Tamil (5.3%), Chinese (4.4%), and Arabic (2.9%) While
the small sample size precludes definitive, statistically significant results, the survey
reveals contradictory social dimensions of the lives of ethnically diverse young
people in Australia today.
The issue of national identity among minority youth in Australian multicultural
society has long been a contentious issue (Castles et al. 1988; Sheehan 1998; Hage
1998; Castles 2000). Only one third of the young men and women surveyed
identified themselves as ‘Australian’, despite the fact that two thirds were born in
Australia. One in twenty ‘rarely’ felt Australian and a fifth of the young people did
not really feel Australian at all. On the other hand, when asked if the Australian flag
was important to them, approximately two thirds of the youths thought the flag was
important ‘often or sometimes’. This supports the argument that minority youth in
Sydney have diverse and multiple identities, based on the research of Butcher and
Thomas (2003), who also interviewed young people in western Sydney and found
that they forged hybrid identities that incorporate their migrant identities with
elements of ‘being Australian’. Hall’s notion that ethnicity is an invention by the self
and in relation to and by others (Hall 1987, 1992, 1996) is also useful in
understanding this contradiction. That is, we would expect not only that identity is
fluid but also that choices are not available to all equally.
When the young people were asked what the Australian flag meant to them, the
most common response was that it was an Australian symbol (70) that represented
the Australian people, patriotism (66), being Australian (35), respect (33), and
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freedom (31). However, there was a group of young people who thought the flag did
not represent anything (66). Taken with responses to questions about national
identity, this suggests fluidity in subjective belonging: there are moments when
minority youth do not feel Australian or identify with the flag but at other times they
do, particularly if they belong to transnational communities (Baldassar 1997).
We also explored the degree to which these minority youth trust other people and
found that most have low expectations in trusting people: only one fifth of the youths felt
that people could ‘always’ be trusted, about half of them felt that people could
‘sometimes’ be trusted, and one in ten thought people could ‘never’ be trusted with no
significant difference in this regard evident for both young men and women. The levels
of trust that the young people are expressing are lower than the levels of trust expressed
by rural young people, who were asked the same question in 2003 (Fabiansson 2006).
It might be concluded that these findings are supportive of notions that minority
youth live parallel lives to other majority youth; that they do not identify with or
engage with mainstream, white, Australian society; and that therein lays an
explanation for their (occasional) criminality or anti-social behaviour. Such a
simplistic conclusion is undermined by other findings from the Sydney survey. The
first is the finding that most of the young people surveyed felt good about living in
Australia, like living in their Sydney suburb and felt that they belong in local
neighbourhoods. Two in three young people reported to ‘often feeling good about
living in Australia’ and another one in four young people reported to “sometimes
feeling good about living in Australia’. On the other hand, one in three males and
one in four females ‘rarely’ or ‘never’ felt ownership of their local area as Table 2
shows.
Neither are these minority youth isolated from other youth. Most youth we
surveyed have multicultural social networks, evidence that the underlying social
cohesion of inter-ethnic youth relations is quite strong in Sydney, notwithstanding
the rather exceptional events at Cronulla Beach in December 2005. The Sudanese
youth surveyed, for example, had as friends ‘Australian’, Lebanese, and Indian
youth, as well as Sudanese. What these youth most liked about their local area were
their social networks and social environment that they found there. When asked to
identify ‘Australian values’ the minority youth listed (in order of frequency)
friendship (98), honesty (80), trust (63), family (61), respect (60), loyalty (45), your
own personality (41), religion (39), love (32), school, education, knowledge, and
Table 2 Ownership of the local place in relation to gender
Ownership of the local place

Males

Females

Percent

Total
Percent/N

Yes, often

37.8

34.7

36.0/121

Sometimes

30.8

40.4

36.3/122

Rarely

10.5

11.9

11.3/38

No, never

21.0

13.0

16.4/55

Total percent/N

100.0/143

100.0/193

100.0/336

Pearson’s chi-square test; level of significance, >.001—strong; .001–.009— moderate; and .01–.05—weak
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intelligence (32). Disconnection with schooling is a key aspect of the social
exclusion of immigrant minorities (Reid 2009). Most of the youth surveyed seemed
to connect with their school. About half of the females (52.1%) and two in five
males (42.4%) reported that they felt valued ‘often’, with only one in ten males
(9.7%) and one in fifty young women felt that they were not valued at school.
Moreover, only a few of the minority youth surveyed did not feel safe during the
day. After dark, the percentage of youths who did feel very safe had more than
halved to 24.3% of the males and 17.4% of the females. The youths were asked
about youth gangs. More than half of the minority youth surveyed (198) were not
aware of any gangs in their local area. Thirty youths said that there were gangs but
they were not aware of their names. Groups based on ethnicity were mentioned by
41 of the youths. The youths were also asked about the Cronulla riots. Most reported
that they and their families were not affected. They were those who responded that
they were less likely to go to Cronulla and other non-local places in Sydney as a
result. When asked about the likelihood that an event like the Cronulla riots would
happen again in Sydney, nearly half of female respondents (46.3%) and one third of
male respondents (37.3%) responded in the affirmative.

Conclusion
The article has explored the issue of ethnic youth crime and inter-ethnic conflict in
Sydney, particularly, those related to young people of ‘Middle Eastern appearance’,
probing events, discourses, and evidence and policy responses, situated within a
broader international literature on ethnic youth crime. We conclude that the evidence
on immigrant criminality is weak, that panic about immigrant youth crime, the
isolation of young people into ethnic enclaves and immigrant youth gangs is
disproportionate to the reality, and that media discourses and political opportunism
helps to build negative, stereotypical images of young people from minority
backgrounds. This shifts the criminal gaze from individuals to whole communities in
the form of a preoccupation with dysfunctional, disengaged minority cultures, and at
the same time, directs attention away from policy responses rooted in the socioeconomic disadvantage of many minority youth in Sydney. A review of the events
leading up to the Sydney Cronulla Beach riots of December 2005 suggests that the
underlying cause of the riots were many years of international, national, and local
anti-Arab, anti-Muslim media discourse, and political opportunism, embedded in
changing but persistent racist attitudes and practises. Our argument is that such interethnic conflict between immigrant and majority youth in Sydney is the exception,
not the rule, and that despite the persistence of racism and prejudice in Australian
society, social cohesion is the norm, interspersed by moments of social conflict.
Probing the construction of minority youth as disengaged from mainstream society,
we drew on hitherto unpublished primary research data collected in Sydney to
explore issues of national identity and belonging among young people of diverse
ethnic and religious background living in Sydney today. Here, we argue that
minority youth in Sydney do not live ‘parallel lives’ but contradictory cosmopolitan
lives. They are connected to family, friends, and local place but often disconnected
to the nation and the flag.
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